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SAY NO TO 1000 THINGS……!
Some of you know I personally love to say “YES” . I love the energy of the positive
and the “possibility” when you say YES-responsibly and when it is in alignment with
your highest ideals and for the highest good of all concerned. So when I heard that
Steve believed strongly in the idea of saying NO to 1000 things….I needed to explore
this at length for myself. I was challenged by the potential negativity of the word NO
and my personal perception of how NO actually made “me” feel. I realized that NO
created a feeling of fear for me and that I was challenged by the finality of this word.
I see now that what “NO” is not actually fearful it can be an opening for you to
elucidate what really, truly matters to you.

When someone says NO it is not personal- they say NO based on their perceptions
and history…it is not meant to close a door it is meant to create another option for
you to create.

When you say “NO” as a positive expression for your needs, you may discover a
new focus for your life. You may in fact discover who you ARE. So when Steve Jobs
said NO perhaps he was actually saying yes-YES to his vision YES to his beliefs
and YES to who he knew himself to be.

…..With all the great ideas you have and with all the great ideas that many other
folks around you also have, it is no wonder that we can sometimes get side tracked
into doing something other then what we “want” to do and have a real passion to do.
We may doubt ourselves and believe that if other people take control of our lives
then we we won”t be blamed for mistakes if any arise. In this case we happily fence
sit. between the yes and the NO.

When we say NO to someone else’s idea of us or someone else’s vision of us we
can begin to understand and even define ourselves. We may be saying NO but what
we are really discovering is what makes us tick and what we want from our lives
perhaps we may even begin to define our vision or our mission and purpose in our
life.

If you are an innovator you may need to say NO to extraneous concepts and ideas
whilst fertilizing one brilliant idea and watching it flourish and manifest into form for
you and for your company, just like Steve Jobs did whilst stewarding APPLE into its
lofty heights of extraordinary global success.

When we say YES to ourselves we are clarifying our intent our mission and our
purpose. In other words we begin to make it real by eliminating limitations and
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nurturing clear thinking about our project and ourself.

I often think about J.K. Rowling, the author of the Harry Potter series. She stated that
she believed that she only ever had one good idea and that she went with it. Well the
rest is history. She said NO to everything that pulled her way from writing her books.
That is clear thinking at it’s best. This is YES for yourself and your focus and a NO
to other people’s perceptions.

The one thing I would like to say about this concept of saying NO, is be gentle about
the delivery of the word NO. Compassion is necessary when dealing with other’s
ideas and so is humility. Before a knee jerk NO, rest and breath and notice if the NO
is actually the correct response….and when we deliver a NO to another dear soul
send it out with LOVE and LIGHT .
If something steps in the way of your vision say NO to “it” then say YES to your
vision, ideas and yourself.

Thanks Again Steve

LOVE and LIGHT and YES!!!!!
Sanna
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